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The suggestion that superfluidity should be easily realized in systems of spatially 

separated electrons and holes, i.e., in a bilayer, is turning fifty in a few months. However, 

despite repeated attempts over the last twenty years, the experimental observation of an 

equilibrium excitonic condensate in bilayers has proven quite elusive. Theoretical 

investigations have tackled the problem mostly using mean field, which incorrectly 

overestimates the region of stability of the condensate, as it has been made clear by 

quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations[1, 2]. Recently, a proposal has been made[3] to 

fabricate an atomically thin system composed of a pair of adjacent bilayer graphene 

sheets separated by a hBN dielectric barrier, to enhance the condensation mechanism. 

Carriers in such a system would have a quadratic energy dispersion in an ample range of 

density values and a twofold valley degeneracy in each bilayer. Here, we report on an 

investigation that we have recently performed of a simplified model hamiltonian describing 

such a system. We have critically examined two approximations made in mean field 

treatments by other authors both for the double[4] and single[5, 6] bilayer. The two 

approximations are: (i) the neglect of the inlayer coulomb interaction and (ii) the recourse 

to effective electron-hole interactions obtained through RPA screening in the normal state 

or in the superfluid state. Currently, we are implementing QMC simulations of the model 

hamiltonian describing the double bilayer. 
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